About Me – Amy Walker

This is me

I am British and Finnish and very much European!

My Family. I live with my partner Jon and 2 children: Otto and Klara

My past experience: Gasworks, Triangle Network, Whitechapel Gallery....

About My Organisation – Highlight Arts

Who we are
Who we were until 2014
Where we are based

We uncover and present stories about people and places affected by ‘conflict’ in its many different forms - inequality, prejudice, war or environmental disaster.

We programme festivals and commission new work in a range of arts disciplines.

We work with artists and organisations from around the world to uncover alternative, inspiring stories that challenge stereotypes and encourage dialogue and debate.

About My Project – Highlight Arctic

Highlight Arctic is a multi-arts festival featuring film, performance, literature and visual arts, from and about the circumpolar North, with the aim of providing a richer understanding of the environmental issues of the region and its people at this time of rapid and extreme environmental and geopolitical change.

Poetry and Performance Tour:

Jessie Kleemann
Niilla Holmberg
Ailu Valle
Ian Stephen

Film Programme & Youth Film Exchange:

Uvanga
Arviat TV

Visual Arts:

My Dream Project for International Cultural Cooperation

Going Global!